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ABSTRACT
Java Virtual Machines are optimized for performing well on
traditional Java benchmarks, which consist almost exclu-
sively of code generated by the Java source compiler (javac).
Code generated by compilers for other languages has not
received nearly as much attention, which results in perfor-
mance problems for those languages.

One important specimen of “another language” is Scala,
whose syntax and features encourage a programming style
that differs significantly from traditional Java code. It suf-
fers from the same problem – its code patterns are not opti-
mized as well as the ones originating from Java code. JVM
developers need to be aware of the differences between Java
and Scala code, so that both types of code can be executed
with optimal performance.

This paper presents a detailed investigation of the per-
formance impact of a large number of optimizations on the
Scala DaCapo and the Java DaCapo benchmark suites. It
describes the optimization techniques and analyzes the dif-
ferences between traditional Java applications and Scala ap-
plications. The results help compiler engineers in under-
standing the characteristics of Scala.

We performed these experiments on the work-in-progress
Graal compiler. Graal is a new dynamic compiler for the
HotSpot VM which aims to work well for a diverse set of
workloads, including languages other than Java.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors—Compil-
ers, Optimization

General Terms
Algorithms, Languages, Performance

Keywords
scala, optimization, dynamic compiler, virtual machine, com-
piler
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) was originally devel-

oped as the target machine for the Java language. However,
it soon became apparent that the virtual machine is useful
as a target for other languages as well. Current versions
of the JVM specification [8] explicitly mention that Java
is not the sole language to be compiled to Java bytecode.
Scala [9] and Clojure [3] are examples of language imple-
mentations that run directly on top of the JVM without
additional infrastructure, while language implementations
like JRuby, Jython or Rhino rely on a significant amount of
additional infrastructure.

Production-quality virtual machines are heavily optimized
pieces of software. Their development and maintenance
includes a tremendous amount of effort spent on perfor-
mance analysis and tuning. This effort, however, focuses
almost entirely on the performance of certain types of ap-
plications: small number-crunching applications (e.g., Sci-
Mark [11]), tools (e.g., DaCapo [1]), enterprise-level server
applications (e.g., SPECjbb [15]), or combinations thereof
(e.g., SPECjvm2008 [16]). All of these benchmarks almost
exclusively run code written in Java.

While users of JVMs want to know the ideal JVM con-
figuration for their application, a compiler engineer needs
to understand which parts of the compiler, i. e. which op-
timizations, contribute most to the overall performance of
an application. While there are attempts to analyze the in-
fluence of optimizations on Java code, there are no detailed
analyses about the performance impact of optimizations on
non-Java application code. Our work addresses this defi-
ciency by providing a thorough analysis of the performance
impact of a selected suite of optimizations. This analysis
was performed on both the Java DaCapo [1] (version 9.12
“Bach”) and the Scala DaCapo [12] (version 0.1.0 2012-02-
16) benchmark suites, in order to compare the characteris-
tics of Java- and Non-Java code. The fact that both bench-
mark suites use the same underlying infrastructure helps
minimize outside effects on the results.

This paper provides detailed accounts of the results of the
analysis, along with a description of how to replicate them.
It discusses the results for the Scala DaCapo benchmarks in
detail. It is also intended to solicit input from the Scala com-
munity on the types of Scala workloads the Graal compiler
should be optimized for.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We performed our experiments on top of the Graal VM,



which is developed as part of the Graal OpenJDK project [2,
10, 14]. The Graal VM is a modification of the HotSpot VM
that replaces the dynamic compilers (the HotSpot client and
server compilers) and the compilation queue with implemen-
tations written in Java, while the underlying virtual ma-
chine infrastructure remains mostly unchanged. The meta-
circular nature of Graal increases its approachability and
malleability, so that it can be adapted to new technologies
quicker and more safely. While most parts of Graal are
still under heavy development, it already shows promising
results, especially in terms of peak performance, when com-
pared to the HotSpot client and server compilers.

The Graal VM uses HotSpot’s profiling interpreter to col-
lect information about the application code before compiling
methods. This information includes branch probabilities,
type profiles, exception probabilities and method invocation
counters. The compiler can use these measurements to op-
timize the code it produces towards a specific application’s
behavior.

Graal does not, at the moment, employ a multi-tiered
optimization scheme like the one used by the HotSpot server
compiler. This means that there is only one optimization
level, and thus that the first compilation of a method will
already perform all optimizations.

When an assumption about the behavior of an applica-
tion fails, and therefore the machine code is invalidated, the
system continues execution in the interpreter. This transi-
tion from optimized code to the interpreter is referred to as
deoptimization [4], and is a very important part of Graal’s
design. The interpreter updates the profile, so that the next
time the code is compiled the new behavior is incorporated
in the generated machine code.

Since the Graal compiler itself is written in Java, it will
at the beginning only execute in the interpreter. In its cur-
rent version, the Graal VM performs a bootstrapping phase
during VM startup, in which the compiler compiles its own
methods. At the beginning of the bootstrapping phase a
few methods are manually added to the compilation queue.
While compiling these methods other methods of the com-
piler will reach their compilation threshold, and will there-
fore be added to the compilation queue. This is repeated
until the system stabilizes, which means that the compila-
tion queue empties and no more methods are added to it.
Work is currently in progress to use ahead-of-time compila-
tion to make the bootstrap phase unnecessary.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For our experiments, we executed the Scala DaCapo1 and

Java DaCapo2 benchmarks with the HotSpot server and
client compilers, with the Graal compiler in the default con-
figuration, and with the Graal compiler in 16 special config-
urations. Each of the special configurations disables specific
optimizations (see Section 3.2), represented by one or more
options passed to Graal. We did not include a run with all
optimizations disabled because some benchmarks take an
excessive amount of time to finish in that case.

Each benchmark within the two benchmark suites (26 in
total) was executed 10 times. Each execution consisted of a
number of benchmark iterations that allows the compiler to
warm up the application. The number of iterations needed

1Version 0.1.0 (2012-02-16), which is based on Scala 2.8
2Version 9.12-bach

Benchmark Iterations

actors 10
apparat 10
factorie 10
kiama 25
scalac 20
scaladoc 25
scalap 40
scalariform 40
scalatest 12
scalaxb 40
specs 20
tmt 15

(a) Scala DaCapo benchmarks

Benchmark Iterations

avrora 13
batik 20
eclipse 16
fop 30
h2 8
jython 13
luindex 10
lusearch 8
pmd 13
sunflow 15
tomcat 15
tradebeans 13
tradesoap 15
xalan 18

(b) Java DaCapo benchmarks

Table 1: Number of iterations per benchmark run.

to stabilize the results depends on the size of the benchmarks
and their inputs. Table 1 lists the number of iterations used
in our experiment, which allow the benchmarks to stabilize
for all configurations we used. The result for one benchmark
execution is the best time achieved by any of the iterations.
In this way we measured the peak performance of the com-
piler.

This whole procedure was performed for each of the 19
different configurations, resulting in 19 × 26 × 10 = 4940
benchmark runs with 90,060 benchmark iterations. The re-
sult for one benchmark and configuration is calculated as
the arithmetic mean of all 10 executions. The standard de-
viation of the results is very small (< 2%).

All runs were executed on an Intel Core i7-3770 quad core
CPU running at 3.4 GHz, with 16 GB of RAM. The ver-
sion of Graal used is available from the Graal OpenJDK
repository, revision 221ef4b022c5. The measurements can
be replicated using the “mx” script included in the reposi-
tory:

• Build Graal accorting to the instructions available in
the OpenJDK wiki page3.

• mx scaladacapo <number of iterations> <benchmark>
<options> to run one of the Scala DaCapo benchmarks

• mx dacapo <number of iterations> <benchmark> <op-
tions> to run one of the Java DaCapo benchmarks

• Options can be specified using -G:+OptionName and
-G:-OptionName to enable and disable them.

Table 2 lists the optimizations and the associated com-
mand line options.

3.1 Scala DaCapo Benchmarks
The Scala DaCapo benchmarks are described and carac-

terized in details by Sewe et al. [12]. A short summary is
given in Table 3. It is worth noting that scalatest spends
more than half of its time in Java code from the Java run-
time. The kiama, scaladoc and specs benchmarks also spend
a siginificant amout of time (about one third) in Java code.

3http://wiki.openjdk.java.net/display/Graal/Instructions



Optimization Options

Profiling Information UseProfilingInformation
Assumptions OptAssumptions
Type-Checked Inlining InlineMonomorphicCalls, InlinePolymorphicCalls
Polymorphic Inlining InlinePolymorphicCalls
Intrinsify ArrayCopy IntrinsifyArrayCopy
Intrinsify System IntrinsifySystemMethods, IntrinsifyArrayCopy
Intrinsify ObjectClass IntrinsifyObjectMethods, IntrinsifyClassMethods
Intrinsify MathThread IntrinsifyMathMethods, IntrinsifyThreadMethods
Read Optimization OptReadElimination, OptEarlyReadElimination, OptFloatingReads
Loop Refactoring LoopPeeling, LoopUnswitch
Loop Unrolling FullUnroll
Partial Escape Analysis PartialEscapeAnalysis
Tail Duplication OptTailDuplication
Graph Caching CacheGraphs
Use Exception Probability UseExceptionProbability
Conditional Elimination ConditionalElimination

Table 2: Graal options that correspond to one specific optimization.

Benchmark Description

actors Trading sample with Scala and Akka ac-
tors.

apparat Framework to optimize ABC, SWC, and
SWF files.

factorie Toolkit for deployable probabilistic mod-
eling.

kiama Library for language processing.
scalac Compiler for the Scala 2 language.
scaladoc Scala documentation tool.
scalap Scala classfile decoder.
scalariform Code formatter for Scala.
scalatest Testing toolkit for Scala and Java pro-

grammers.
scalaxb XML data-binding tool.
specs Behaviour-driven design framework.
tmt Stanford Topic Modeling Toolbox.

Table 3: Description of the Scala DaCapo benchmarks.

3.2 Optimizations
In this paper we look at 16 different types of optimizations:

Profiling Information Profiling information is collected
by the interpreter and can be used by Graal to cre-
ate code that is tailored towards the most likely ex-
ecution paths. For example, type checks that always
encountered the same dynamic type at runtime can be
replaced with a more efficient check and code that has
never been executed in the interpreter can be omitted
entirely.

Assumptions Due to dynamic class loading, the state of
the class hierarchy can change at any time during the
execution of an application. In practice, however, most
applications’ class hierarchy stabilizes very quickly.
This can be exploited by the compiler, e.g., by assum-
ing that the number of non-abstract implementation
classes of an interface doesn’t change. Such static as-
sumptions need to be registered with the runtime sys-

tem and may be invalidated in case of additional class
loading.

Type-Checked Inlining In complex type hierarchies it is
often impossible to determine the method that will be
called by a call site statically. However, the profiling
performed by the interpreter can provide the compiler
with information about the types that were encoun-
tered at a call site during interpretation. The compiler
can then insert a guard and inline the most likely meth-
ods. Type-Checked Inlining in general refers to inlining
both monomorphic and polymorphic call sites.

Polymorphic Inlining Based on profiling information, a
compiler might decide that inlining the code for mul-
tiple subclasses will increase performance. The imple-
mentations for the different subclasses will be guarded
by a switch over the actual type, so that at runtime,
the correct one is executed. The default policy will
allow up to eight implementations to be inlined, but
the actual decision of how many implementations to
include depends on factors such as the size of the cur-
rent method, the size of the inlined methods and the
expected execution frequency of the call site.

Intrinsification Some methods that are frequently used in
applications, like System.arraycopy, are implemented
in the JDK as native methods. This means that call-
ing them incurs a significant overhead, because these
calls will perform JNI call marshalling and because the
compiler cannot inline these calls.

For methods within the class library, the compiler can
replace the calls with code that mimics the behavior of
the original native implementation. Since this code is
included in the compilation, it does not incur the call
and marshalling overhead, and it can also be optimized
further using information about the current compila-
tion context (e.g., known types of parameters).

This process of replacing calls to known methods with
an implementation is called intrinsification. It is an
important optimization for certain groups of methods:



Intrinsify ArrayCopy The System.arraycopy
method takes two java.lang.Object parameters
for the source and the destination array. Apart
form the native call overhead, this method suffers
from having very generic parameter types. If the
compiler encounters a call to System.arraycopy,
then it can create an inlined version of the array-
copy logic that is tailored towards the type infor-
mation the compiler has about the parameters.

Intrinsify System Intrinsifying the methods in the
System class (e.g., arraycopy, currentTimeMillis
and identityHashCode) is important for some ap-
plications. Disabling this optimization also dis-
ables the aforementioned arraycopy optimization.

Intrinsify ObjectClass Object and Class contain
several methods that are frequently used. Exam-
ples are Object.getClass and Class.isInstance.

Intrinsify MathThread Both the Math and Thread
classes also contain several methods that are used
frequently in some applications. Examples in-
clude Math.sqrt and Thread.isInterrupted.

Read Optimization The Java Memory Model has a pre-
cise definition that allows the compiler to perform ex-
tensive reordering and restructuring of memory ac-
cesses. The compiler can use these opportunities to
remove redundant reads and to move reads to more
favorable locations. For example, some reads can be
moved outside of loops, which will allow the compiler
to move other computations out of loops.

Loop Refactoring Loop peeling and loop unswitching
both restructure loops so that they can be executed or
compiled more efficiently. Loop peeling pulls one loop
iteration out in front of the loop. This allows loop
invariant checks and calculations to be reused within
the loop. Loop unswitching pulls “if” statements from
within the loop to the outside, so that they only need
to be evaluated once.

Loop Unrolling Full loop unrolling detects small loops
with a small bounded trip count and replaces them
with multiple copies of the loop body. This causes
all calculations depending on the loop counter to fold
away and removes most control flow.

Partial Escape Analysis Partial escape analysis allows
the compiler to remove allocations or pull them into
unlikely branches. In Graal partial escape analysis
also performs extensive analysis that determines when
boxing operations (e.g., Integer.valueOf and Inte-
ger.intValue) can be eliminated.

Tail Duplication Duplicating the tail after a merge in the
control-flow graph means that a certain amount of code
following the merge is copied into all branches preced-
ing the merge. This is advantageous if the duplicated
code contains references to values computed in those
branches, which can then be replaced with the concrete
value for each branch.

Graph Caching Graph caching during compilation reuses
graphs of methods that are inlined multiple times. This
happens quite frequently, with cache hit rates often

above 90% [14]. This optimization is not expected to
have a positive influence on the peak performance. It
has been included in our experiment as a verification
that it does not have a negative influence on perfor-
mance.

Use Exception Probability The profiling information
gathered by the interpreter tells the compiler at which
call sites it encountered runtime exceptions. If the
compiler doesn’t use this information it has to create
an order of magnitude more exception edges, which
leads to much more generated code and an increase in
compilation time.

Conditional Elimination The number of conditional ex-
pressions (e.g., switches, if-statements, guards or null
checks) can be reduced by doing a data-flow analysis
over the compiler graph that prunes conditionals that
can be proven to be true or false. This, for example,
removes or simplifies checkcasts within an if-statement
that checks for the same type.

3.3 Optimization Dependencies
Compiler optimizations are not independent algorithms.

Turning off one of them can adversely affect, or completely
disable, other optimizations. Most optimizations have at
least some effect on other optimizations. These are the most
important dependencies:

• Without Type-Checked Inlining there is no Polymor-
phic Inlining.

• Disabling Intrinsify System also disables Intrinsify Ar-
rayCopy.

• Turning off Profiling Information completely disables
Use Exception Probability and makes Type-Checked In-
lining and Polymorphic Inlining significantly less ef-
fective. Loop Refactoring will also make less informed
decisions.

• Both Type-Checked Inlining and Polymorphic Inlining
affect almost all other optimizations, because they en-
large the compilation scope. Without this larger com-
pilation scope, optimizations like Partial Escape Anal-
ysis find less opportunities for optimization.

4. RESULTS
Figure 1 contains the detailed results for all Scala Da-

Capo benchmarks, and Figure 2 shows the average results
for the Scala Dacapo and Java DaCapo benchmark suites.
Each graph shows the performance of all 19 configurations
in relation to the unmodified Graal configuration. All values
are unbiased (starting at zero), larger-is-better performance
numbers.

The server and client rows relate Graal’s performance to
the HotSpot server and client compilers. The other rows
show the effects of disabling specific optimizations. They
are ordered according to their average influence on the Scala
DaCapo benchmarks, in order to list the most important
ones first. A “Profiling Information” value of 0.57x, for ex-
ample, means that disabling profiling information on this
benchmark leads to a 43% decrease in performance.

Even though Graal is still work in progress, it shows good
peak performance on most of the benchmarks, sometimes
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Figure 1: Performance of the Scala DaCapo benchmarks for different configurations, on an unbiased, larger-is-better scale.
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Figure 2: Arithmetic mean (calculated from the performance numbers, not from the underlying benchmark run time) of all
Scala DaCapo and Java DaCapo benchmarks. The values shown are performance relative to the unmodified Graal compiler,
on an unbiased, larger-is-better scale.

even outperforming the server compiler. It is not, however,
the goal of this paper to provide a statistically sound com-
parison of compiler performance. The server and client num-
bers have been included mainly to provide an estimate of the
optimization potential that each benchmarks presents.

The following sections discuss the results of the Scala Da-
Capo benchmarks in detail.

4.1 General Observations
The difference between client and server compiler perfor-

mance is a measure of the benchmarks “optimization po-
tential”. Benchmarks with a large difference show a bigger
performance loss when optimizations are disabled.

The Scala DaCapo benchmarks are not uniform, some
benchmarks like specs and scalatest show almost no opti-
mization opportunities, while others like factorie and apparat
have a huge optimization potential.

4.2 Influence of Optimizations

• Profiling Information is always the optimization with
the biggest performance impact, because it is required
for many of the other optimizations (Polymorphic In-
lining, Type-Checked Inlining, Use Exception Proba-
bility, amongst others). Disabling it has a performance
impact of up to 65% (factorie).

• Type-Checked Inlining is necessary for any compiler
that wants to achieve good performance on Scala code.
Disabling Type-Checked Inlining also disables Poly-
morphic Inlining, so the effect of speculatively inlining
monomorphic call sites is visible as the difference be-
tween the Type-Checked Inlining and Polymorphic In-
lining numbers. Polymorphic inlining, with an average
impact of 13%, is even more important than monomor-
phic inlining at 11%.

Speculative inlining of both monomorphic and poly-
morphic call sites is important for all benchmarks ex-
cept for scalatest and specs. For certain benchmarks
(factorie, tmt, apparat) the inlining of single-receiver
calls is particularly important.

• Disabling Intrinsify System also disabled Intrinsify Ar-
rayCopy, so it has, apart from measurement errors, at

least the performance impact of arraycopy. The facto-
rie results suggest that this benchmark uses many ob-
ject identity operations, e.g., using IdentityHashMap.

• Conditional Elimination has a positive influence on
many benchmarks, scalaxb and tmt in particular seem
to have many redundant checks on conditions.

• Intrinsify ArrayCopy influences almost every bench-
mark. Arraycopy is used extensively in string oper-
ations, therefore benchmarks performing many string
operations are affected most (kiama, scalaxb, scalari-
form, scaladoc).

• Assumptions have less influence on the overall per-
formance than expected. This can be attributed to
the fact that Scala uses interfaces extensively and that
Scala applications are (statically) very polymorphic,
i.e. the compiler less often has a chance to statically
prove that a call site has only one possible receiver
type.

• Read Optimization works well on benchmarks that use
loops, because this optimization includes hoisting reads
out of loops. This seems to be the case for example
for the tmt benchmark which executes a rather small
amount of numerical-oriented code and is also sensitive
to loop optimizations. Otherwise, they have hardly
any impact, because they are not sophisticated enough
to provide large gains on modern CPUs.

• The impact of Partial Escape Analysis depends on the
number of object allocations and the objects’ lifetime.
The factorie benchmark contains many allocations and
is therefore hugely affected by our sophisticated partial
escape analysis algorithm, which lets Graal outperform
the server compiler on this benchmark. In their study,
Sewe et al. [13] have indeed shown that factorie allo-
cates at least two orders of magnitude more than most
other benchmarks (from either Scala DaCapo or Java
DaCapo). They also showed that most of the object
allocated in this benchmark die relatively close to their
creation point.

• Intrinsify ObjectClass is mostly relevant for factorie,
scalariform and apparat. They use operations such as



Object.getClass and Class.getComponentType in hot
parts of their code.

• Loop Refactoring is important for benchmarks with
many small loops in the hot parts of their code. The
impact of this optimization is a good measure for how
important medium-to-small loops are in a benchmark.

• actors uses the methods of the Thread class frequently
(e.g., isInterrupted), therefore Intrinsify MathThread
is important for the performance of this benchmark.
None of the other benchmarks is susceptible to this
optimization.

• The additional code generated for exception handlers
when Use Exception Probability is disabled is placed
out-of-line, so it has little effect on normal execution.
The apparat benchmark, however, is affected by this
optimization, which means that the increase in com-
pilation time and code size becomes a problem in this
case.

• Graph Caching has a negligible influence on perfor-
mance, which is to be expected since these measure-
ments are peak-performance numbers. But the mea-
surements also verify the assumption that the graph
cache has no negative influence on peak performance.

• Loop Unrolling only works on small, fixed length loops.
The Scala DaCapo benchmarks do not contain signif-
icant amounts of these loops.

• Tail Duplication does not have any influence on the
Scala DaCapo benchmarks. This is most likely the
result of the tail duplication not being “clever” enough,
because the current implementation works only locally
and does not have enough information to see when tail
duplication is beneficial in a global scope.

4.3 Difference Scala DaCapo - Java DaCapo
Compared to other compilers, Graal is doing significantly

better on Scala DaCapo than on Java DaCapo. This has
two reasons: Scala code contains more opportunities for op-
timization, on which Graal excels, and the Java DaCapo
benchmark suite has been the target of significant perfor-
mance tuning on the client and server compilers.

In Scala DaCapo, type checked inlining is much more im-
portant than intrinsifying certain methods, while for Java
DaCapo the intrinsics are more important. We plan to fur-
ther investigate if Graal does intrinsify all the methods that
are important for Scala, or if it misses important methods
not present in the Java benchmarks.

In general, the Java DaCapo benchmarks show much less
susceptibility to disabling optimizations. Many of the ap-
plications in this suite have been meticulously optimized by
hand to run well on compilers that do only few optimiza-
tions.

One notable outlier in the Java DaCapo suite is the jython
benchmark, which shows a behavior similar to the Scala Da-
Capo benchmarks. This is a hint that the results of this
experiment can, to a certain degree, be generalized to other
languages that compile to bytecode.

5. FUTURE WORK
We intend to perform the same studies on a larger set of

benchmarks. This needs to include code that is compiled
using more recent versions of Scala, and ideally results in
a DaCapo-style benchmark suite representative of current
Scala application code.

We also would like to perform a more thorough study that
concentrates on a specific benchmark, to identify the spe-
cific challenges in terms of code patterns a compiler needs
to recognize. In this context we should extend the configura-
tions to incorporate different values for the heuristic settings
(e.g., inlining limits or code size vs. speed) that the compiler
takes.

6. RELATED WORK
The influence of different optimizations has been studied

for static as well as for Just In Time (JIT) compilation.
Hoste and Eeckhout [5] have researched Pareto-optimal sets
of optimizations to satisfy multiple criteria such as compi-
lation time and code quality or code size and code quality.
Their work gives hints at the influence of different optimiza-
tions for statically compiled languages.

In the context of JIT compilation, the influence of opti-
mizations has been studied to improve startup performance
by selectively disabling optimizations in order to reduce com-
pilation time. Jantz and Kulkarni [6] have extended this re-
search to improve peak performance for Java. Their study
was based on the server compiler and focuses on a small
number of selected methods from SPECjvm98 and DaCapo
2006. Even if the set of optimizations that they selectively
disable is different from ours, their results are similar for the
ones that are equivalent.

A lot of work in the field of optimization selection uses
machine learning methods, which can give results for the
performance goals, but give little or no insight on why a
particular optimization or a combination of optimizations
performs well. However, as shown by Kulkarni et al. [7], the
generation of decision trees using machine learning can lead
to interesting insights into why and where optimizations are
efficient or not.

The work of Sewe et al. [12] is useful to understand what
the different Scala DaCapo benchmarks are doing and com-
pares them to the Java DaCapo benchmarks. This can give
an idea about what optimizations can be more important
for Scala in comparison to Java. Sewe et al. [13] have also
studied the different behavior of Scala and Java programs
on the JVM. Their work focuses on memory management
aspects of the JVM and also shows that programs from the
Java DaCapo and Scala DaCapo benchmarks exhibit differ-
ent characteristic behavior.

7. SUMMARY
Graal works well for Scala in terms of peak performance:

it is only 6% below the server compiler on the Scala Da-
Capo benchmarks, while it is 12% below on the Java DaCapo
benchmarks. Its performance advantage over the client com-
piler is also much larger for the Scala DaCapo benchmarks
(39% vs. 19%).

Our observations have shown that Scala DaCapo presents
the compiler with much more potential for optimization than
Java DaCapo. Exploiting profiling information is particu-
larly important, because Scala code contains more polymor-



phic call sites in hot code parts.
Some Scala DaCapo benchmarks show up to a 4x differ-

ence between the slowest and the fastest compiler. This is
another indication that these benchmarks present many op-
portunities to an optimizing compiler.

We are happy to receive suggestions for additional Scala
benchmarks from the Scala community. We can incorporate
those benchmarks into our performance measurement tools
and therefore ensure that we keep Scala in mind when adding
further optimizations to Graal.
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